The Process
The team met weekly at Excel Hydraulics to collaborate
ideas for this world first technology, drawing on their
combined years of experience in each of their specialities.
They brainstormed concepts, developed and refined design
parameters, creating a fully operational prototype. This
collaboration between industry experts in conjunction with
Keith’s vision resulted in a specialist machine which will
revolutionise the approach for the brick restoration industry.
Using Parker pumps, valves, actuators and electronic control
systems. Production started at the Excel Hydraulics workshop.
This was an 18 month long process where Excel overcame all
the challenges presented.

Keith stated that he

“...was always impressed by
Excel’s commitment to the project,
whilst also remaining flexible and
collaborative. They are a true team
player.”

Summary
• Successful development of a specialist machine which
has significantly increased production output
• The new Brickpit machine outputs approx 10,000 bricks
per day, compared to one man 400-600 bricks per day
• Carefully designed Hydraulic system was fundamental
to the machine operation in handling robust process
and continuous output

The project is an ongoing endeavour to commercialise this
technology for industry. The team continues to work together
to further refine this new technology. Dust control and
extraction is currently on the radar for completion over the
next 6 months.
If you have a new project or application which involves
specialist design, fabrication and hydraulic knowledge
contact the Excel Hydraulics team at Fluid Power Engineering
Solutions, they are ready to take on the challenge.

• The consistency, quality and finish of brick product has
improved while meeting increasing market demands

For more than 20 years, Excel Hydraulics™ have been

• Parker Hannifin Premier Distributor and service centre

selling world-best parts, designing custom parts and

• Sterling Hydraulics products distributor

systems, providing maintenance, servicing and repairs, and

• PowerTeam appointed service centre and hydraulic

responding to emergency call-outs.
For more information, visit www.excel.com.au.

service tools
• FluidCare Technology™
• Zero DownTime™ (ZDT™) maintenance program

